AFRICA DOWN UNDER PREVIEW

Take four for Morocco tin
K

asbah Resources Ltd managing director Russell Clark is hoping it is
fourth time’s a charm in regards to the
company’s Achmmach tin project in Morocco.
In July, the company released a third
updated feasibility study for Achmmach
since an initial economic assessment
was made in 2014, pointing to a project
capable of delivering a NPV of $US98.1
million and IRR of 23% from 4,500 tpa
tin-in-concentrate production across a
10-year mine life.
Clark, who took over the management
of Kasbah in November, said the outlook
was different for Achmmach after three
previously stalled development attempts.
“There are new eyes looking at it, the
price environment is better and we are
using new technology,” he told Paydirt.
“It has demonstrated that there is still a
real project there.”
The new technology comes from the
introduction of high pressure grinding
rolls (HPGR) and ore sorting into the
Achmmach flow sheet.
“The technology made up a huge
part of this study,” Clark said. “The last
study, I think, was taking quite a risk with
some of the kit being used but this approach reduces that risk. The ore sorting
means the back-end of the plant is much
smaller, resulting in lower capex and the
HPGR allows us to get away from a rod
mill which reduces opex.”

Unlike many of its neighbours, Morocco boasts extensive infrastructure
which Kasbah intends to take advantage of

used in the August 2016 study to
$US21,000/t in the new assessment.
“I think everyone has missed tin’s role
in the EV market,” Clark said.
“For all these EV cars you are going
to need the infrastructure in place to
charge them and that requires tin solder.
We have seen the runs lithium, cobalt
and graphite have had off the back of the
EV story; tin’s time hasn’t come yet.”
Clark is confident tin’s ascendency will
coincide with Kasbah’s project marketing
which will now begin in earnest.
“The next step following release of the
DFS is to finalise offtake,” he said. “We
have spoken to four or five interested

Kasbah has redrawn the DFS for its Achmmach tin project in Morocco for a fourth time

The project will see underground operations mine 750,000 tpa at an average head
grade of 0.82% tin to produce 4,500 tpa of
tin in a 60% concentrate.
The tin price environment is also providing some tailwinds. The previous three iterations of the DFS saw ever-decreasing
tin forecasts being used but with the metal
enjoying good recoveries in 2017 (despite
a recent softening) Kasbah has been able
to lift forecast prices from the $US17,830/t
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parties and we are looking for someone
who can help with the finance as well,
whether via debt or equity.”
In conjunction with offtake, Kasbah will
sharpen its project finance options.
“There are a number of banks we have
begun discussions with and we will now
move towards getting actual terms off
them,” Clark said. “The plan is to pursue
classic project finance but if we can’t find
that for whatever reason there are many

private equity funds out there willing to
lend. We are also looking at Japanese finance [Toyota Tsusho Corporation (20%)
and Nittetsu Mining Co Limited (5%) are JV
partners in the project] which has advantages of probably being cheaper and over
longer terms.
“They would likely want all of the offtake
and may want to take on greater ownership
of the project; all of which is manageable.”
Away from marketing and financing, Kasbah is also moving to have EPC and mining
contractors selected before the end of the
year.
“We have started that process and we
will hopefully have it all done in the next six
months,” Clark said.
When it comes to project development,
Clark sees advantages in Achmmach’s
location in one of Africa’s most developed
economies.
“A lot of investors, particularly in Australia, don’t have a strong understanding of
Morocco,” he said. “There are no security
issues, there is good infrastructure and few
of the challenges you get in other parts of
Africa. Part of my job is to educate the market in that regard and appearing at events
such as Africa Down Under is a part of that.”
The one major in-country milestone to
reach is agreement with the Moroccan
Government over the terms of Kasbah’s
investment.
“The project is fully permitted, now we
have to negotiate the investment agreement with the Government but it already
has a map for that,” Clark said. “I am going
there at the end of July to meet with officials to discuss the next step.”
– Dominic Piper

